Abstract -With the interconnection of distributed generators (DG) to conventional power system, the efficiency of distribution system management is required to improve. This paper proposes a new algorithm named as Intelligent Flow Algorithm (IFA) for reconfiguration issue, which innovate the numerical searching methods in conventional AI algorithms, to generate the optimal supplying configuration based on its topological property. The idea of IFA is based on the heuristic method to balance the distribution of loads supplying to realize low line loss. The new coding rule, named as flow generation has been developed to satisfy the generating approach, and power information besides line loss from load flow calculation, such as voltage and degree of connectivity breaking have been utilized to guide the advancing of the generating. A typical 43-bus distribution system with 20 cases is selected for case studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Simulation results show that IFA has high rate of global optimization within short calculation time. IFA shows stability and reliability in simulation, and the convenient adjustment of coefficient parameters also makes this method practical.
Introduction
In order to realize the reduction in environment load and enhancement in energy security, various renewable energies have been developed as distributed generation (DG), which are interconnected to distribution systems, In order to cope with the instability and rapid variation of DG output, new challenges to the management and operation of distribution system would be required. Particularly, the recent development and installation of sensor-embedded sectionalizing switches for distribution system and smart-meters brings powerful potential to the new distribution system operations including online reconfiguration. On the other hand, with the expansion of the management of distribution system to inter-substations, the demerit of prolixity of the conventional algorithm will show in large scale load flow calculation. Thus, the improvement of the efficiency of distribution system management is required.
Many researches have been made for the configuration design and reconfiguration of the distribution system. Most of the past works focused on the minimization of distribution losses while avoiding voltage violations and line overloads. Reconfiguration problem is defined as the combinatorial optimization problem in mathematics, which is difficult to solve by the traditional linear or nonlinear optimization methods. The common approaches for this issue are the application of meta-heuristic algorithm such as genetic algorithm (GA), evolutionary programming (EP), particle swarm optimization (PSO), etc. Baran and Wu's method [2] on feeder reconfiguration for loss reduction was based on the branch exchange. This approach starts with a feasible configuration of the network, then one of the switches is closed and others are opened based on heuristics and approximate formulas for change in losses. The GA method [3] is more likely to obtain the global optimal solution than other meta-heuristic search methods and takes less time than the exhaustive search. The GA has the main advantage of using representation of objects (strings) instead of manipulating the objects themselves, but its main problem is the coding of the objects into strings. In [4] , the ant colony search (ACS) method was investigated: the positive feedback method applied makes sure rapid searching, and the distributed computation by hiring ant colony avoids premature convergence. In [5] , the EP method is applied, which has the advantage to ensure the radial topology of searched strings, and the grey correlation analysis (GCA) has been proposed to solve multi-objective problem in reconfiguration issue.
Since the popular applications like the above metaheuristic methods adopt iterative calculation process, they require relatively long computation time. For the online reconfiguration, faster optimization method should be developed. Therefore, this paper proposes a new method named intelligent flow algorithm (IFA) which can solve the reconfiguration problem faster and more effectively. The idea of IFA, different from the conventional approaches, is to generate the configuration heuristically based on the experimental knowledge between the line losses and topological network property. In chapter 2, the problem formulations of reconfiguration are stated. In chapter 3, the topological property of configuration with lower line loss has been studied. Based on this property, the approach of IFA is proposed in chapter 4. In chapter 5, the proposed algorithm is simulated on the 43-bus test distribution system to certificate its effectiveness. In chapter 6, the study is concluded.
Problem Statement
In this paper, the network reconfiguration for loss minimization is formulated as follows: should be in a radial structure.
Similarity of Configurations with Lower Line Loss
The authors have enumerated all of possible network configurations for the test distribution system shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 , each node and branch represents the bus and distribution lines (all equipped with sectionalizing switches), respectively. After the studies of complete enumerations, it is observed that outstanding configurations, which are in relative low line loss, are similar in topology. Fig. 2 shows the best 4 configurations in line loss perspective (A is the optimal one) found by the complete enumeration. Two topological properties can be concluded: 1) short supplying paths 2) branches being uniformed to bear the loads. Configurations with above two features are defined as "balanced configuration" in this paper. (1), balancing the load distribution and reducing the line complex power is expected to realize lower distribution loss.
Intelligent Flow Algorithm
Based on the experimental knowledge described in the previous section, this paper proposes a new reconfiguration technique named IFA. The working path of IFA is shown in Fig. 4 . Firstly, IFA finds one of the balanced configurations (outstanding solutions). Then the minimal line loss configuration (best solution) is searched based on the revision of the balanced configuration. Details on each procedure are explained in the followings. 
Flow generation
IFA finds the first configuration candidate by the following algorithm. It is called flow generation in this paper because it is based on an analogy to water flowing in pipeline.
1) The flows of searching originate from power source, that is, the distribution substation. At the beginning, all the branches (sectionalizing switches) are set as off-state (opened). 2) One of the flows can flood towards one of its neighbor nodes through the opened connecting branch. The branch to be passed is deiced based on the speed of flow (defined in 4.2), that is, the fastest flow can advance to the neighbor node. When the flow passes the branch, the corresponding sectionalizing switch is decided to be closed.
3) The flow can be split into multi-flow when it arrives to "T" nodes. 4) Every flow cannot flood to the node which has been already occupied by other flow's trail. This is the rule to ensure the radial network constraints. An example of flow generation is illustrated in from 
Flow speed
As described above, flow advance is based on the speed of each flow head (referred as F v ), defined as follows:
Where, β is weight coefficient (constant), 1) The causing voltage, F V , reflects the supplying weight of candidate flow branches, where higher value indicates that the branch of flow has more capability for subsequent loads supplying. F V is approximately calculated as equation (3), In order to shorten the computation time, voltage estimation by equation (3) is based on an approximation. Exact load flow calculation is done only for the fixed configuration in each stage of flow generation.
2) The causing DCB, b C , reflects the degree of imbalance caused by the advancing of candidate flow branches. 
Revision
In order to find the better configurations, the configurations obtained by flow generation should be revised by the movement of tie-switches as follows. In each iteration of revisions, the positions of tie-switches are moved to adjacent sides by order in order to satisfy the radial topology constraint. The new configuration will be adopted if it has lower line loss. Revision iteration stops when no movement leads to better configuration. The revision will be fast, since the balanced configuration is approximate to the optimal one. 
Case Study

Simulation conditions
To confirm the effectiveness of the IFA method, a distribution system in practical size, shown as Fig.9 , has been simulated in MATLAB programs. The system consists of 18 feeders and 50 distribution lines. The test system can be modeled as graph shown in Fig.10 in our representation manner.
In order to check the validity of IFA for the various situations, different 20 cases were considered in our case study. In case 1~5, distribution of loads are generated randomly; in case 6 and 7, the unbalance distribution of loads are intended to generate; from case 8 to 14, impedances of distribution lines are modified; in case 15~17, peak load conditions are considered; in case 18~20, bottom load conditions are considered. feeders loads Fig. 9 . Employed 43-bus distribution system.
Results and discussions
Firstly, the result of flow generation and revision of IFA in case 1 is shown in Fig.10 . The optimal line loss has been searched as 0.0240 previously. In IFA method, the line loss of the balanced configuration found by flow generation is 0.0266 (in graph A), and in the final configuration after revision, it is 0.0240 (in graph B) , that means the global optimization has been realized by IFA in this case. Calculation time for this case is 6.1 seconds. IFA has been also applied in other 19 cases. In order to check the validity of the obtained result, the authors compared with the GA [3] with the population size: 100, number of generation: 10, crossover rate: 0.5, and mutation rate: 0.2. Since the result of GA strongly depends on the initial solution selection, the GA was applied three times to each case and the best solution is regarded as the global optimum. Results of simulations are summarized in Table 1 . All of global optimums were found by IFA, and the average calculation time was just 5.5 seconds, which is applicable for the online reconfiguration. GA requires about 1306 seconds in average. Furthermore, no stochastic method is used in IFA, thus IFA runs stably and its final results are always same while the other meta-heuristics are unstable. The test 33-node system shown in Fig. 1 has also been simulated in [1] , the comparison between 33-bus system and 43-bus system is summarized in Table 2 . The global optimization rate for the 33-node system was worse than for the 43-node system. Major reason could be the length of power supply path. IFA is possible to make wrong selections in the flow generation, and this mistake is difficult to revise completely in a single feeder system, such as the 33-bus system, which requires long length of power supply path. However, this problem doesn't appear in the 43-bus system since supply path in multi-feeder system becomes shorter. Thus, the application of IFA in reality is expected to obtain high rate of global optimization, since multiple sources and short supplying path is the features of real systems. Relationship between the global optimum rate and the value of β was also investigated for the 43-bus system.
Result is shown in Fig 11. For β from 0.5 to 25, IFA could find the global optimum with 100% rate; this means that IFA is robust for the coefficient parameter setting.
Conclusion
In this paper, the properties of the configurations with low line loss in reconfigurations have been studied. Accordingly, a new reconfiguration method named as IFA has been proposed to reduce the line loss of distribution system. The merits of IFA can be concluded as follows: 1) optimization method is direct topological generating rather than unordered numerical searching; 2) multiple power flow information, such as voltage, active power loss, DCB, is utilized for generating; 3) flow generation rule guarantees topological validity of candidates; 4) no stochastic method is utilized; 5) only one coefficient parameter is used in IFA, and it has wide range of adaptive values for high precision performance. The case studies in this paper showed that the IFA method is effective in online reconfiguration of distribution systems.
